
Become a CORE 
Champion!

Your donation to CORE provides financial support for enrichment programs
and activities where no other source of funding is available.

Learn more about CORE at rolla31.org/Community/CORE

P.O. Box 1204, Rolla, MO 65402 | CORE@rolla31.org

Expanding Educational 

Excellence
Learn more at www.jacksonschoolfoundation.org

We exist to sustain and enhance the excellence of Jackson R-2
Schools by providing alternative resources to expand 

educational opportunities.



 Clear Mission and Vision: Define a specific and impactful mission statement that guides
all decisions and a clear vision for the positive change you want to create in public
education.

1.

Strong Governance: Assemble a diverse and qualified Board of Directors with expertise
in education, finance, and community engagement. Ensure transparent decision-making
processes.

2.

Data-Driven Approach: Base grantmaking and program development on data-driven
research and needs assessments to maximize impact and address critical areas.

3.

Transparency and Accountability: Publish clear financial statements, grant criteria, and
evaluation metrics to demonstrate the responsible use of funds and the effectiveness of
programs.

4.

Collaboration and Partnerships: Build strong relationships with schools, educators,
community organizations, and other stakeholders to leverage resources and expertise.

5.

Effective Fundraising: Develop diverse and sustainable fundraising strategies to secure
long-term financial stability and support for your mission.

6.

Targeted Grantmaking: Award grants to innovative and impactful programs aligned with
your mission and vision, with clear evaluation measures and reporting requirements.

7.

Capacity Building: Offer professional development, training, and mentorship
opportunities to educators and school administrators to enhance their skills and
effectiveness.

8.

Advocacy and Public Awareness: Raise awareness about the importance of public
education and advocate for policies that support its success through effective
communication and outreach.

9.

Continuous Improvement: Regularly evaluate your impact, adapt your strategies based
on data and feedback, and demonstrate a commitment to learning and improvement.

10.

Bonus Point: Foster a culture of innovation and creativity within the foundation to explore
new solutions and approaches to support public education.
Remember, these are just starting points, and the specific strategies will vary depending on
your foundation's unique context and goals.

Tips for Effective Public Education
Foundation Management:
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